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ABSTRACT
Common speech recognition systems use phonetically motivated subword units. To utilize words in these systems,
one has to translate the available graphemic word representation into a phonetic one. To reduce this manual effort we propose to build grapheme based recognition systems. They can be used as speech interfaces for devices
that can provide a graphemic representation of words like
city names of navigation systems. Results of experiments
on a 10,000 word lexicon of German cities are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today most automatic speech recognition systems are limited to a fixed vocabulary of words. When utilizing these
systems for new tasks usually out of vocabulary words will
occur. The same problem can be observed during run time
when introducing dynamically changing lexica. Because
current recognition systems are working on subword units
based on phonemes this requires a phonetic transcription
of every newly encountered word. Therefore, additional
effort arises which cannot completely be automated. However, for words in an augmented lexicon or for a new recognizer built from scratch usually the graphemic representations are already available. This leads to our experiments in
building recognition systems based entirely on graphemes.
Though the articulatory ambiguity of graphemes in German speech is not as high as in e.g. English, it still affects the performance [7]. Therefore, the accuracy of the
graphemic recognizer will not be as good as a specialized
phonetic one while the handling will be simplified. To use
all advantages a combination of both systems is necessary:
the phonetic recognizer handles standardized words and
phrases and switches to the graphemic recognizer whenever a word from a large or dynamically specified list is
likely to appear.
In this paper we present approaches to build grapheme
based isolated word recognition systems for a 10,000 word
lexicon, which is needed in e.g. navigation systems and directory assistance applications like proposed in [1] and [6].
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But in contrast to them we focus on small scale computer
platforms, i.e. DSP systems, a crucial requirement for an
application that cannot be put on a desktop computer due
to environmental restrictions.

2. TASK
The chosen domain for our task is car based speech recognition. In this environment speech is an optimal interface for handling several devices without distracting the
driver. Most important devices are the cellular phone, the
car stereo, and the navigation systems. All three can provide names to control several features: the stereo can receive a list of currently available station names, the cellular
phone contains a phonebook, and the navigation system includes cities and street names in it’s maps. Although the
control of the three devices is a similar task, the hardest by
far is the navigation system with it’s huge list of names.
When using the intended system, certain keyphrases
are used to address the different devices and trigger the
graphemic recognizer. For example to obtain a route the
driver utters the phrase ’navigation: show me the way to ...’.
The next word in line is most likely a city or street name.
So the graphemic recognizer receives the next sample for
processing. Naturally, the graphemic recognition will have
a less accurate performance, therefore, not only the best,
but a list of results will be presented, either via speech
or the display of the navigation system. When the intended
name is among the results the user can select it by saying
it’s number or by simply verbally interrupting the output
when it is uttered. If all results are failures, the process can
either be repeated or a spelling mode can be entered. Selection and rejection are handled by the more robust phonetic
recognizer.


3. METHODS
We pursued two different approaches. The first one is
a ’graphemic typewriter’ which is supported by different
kinds of language models (cf. figure 1 A ), while the second
one is a tree based recognition system with trigraphemic

subword units and access to the complete (graphemic) lexicon (cf. figure 1 B ).
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Figure 1: Two basic systems are compared: (A) a
graphemic typewriter with language models of different
origin and depth. (B) A lexicon tree based graphemic recognizer.

3.1.2 Lexicon mapping
Because the result of this recognition system is only a
graphemic chain whereas the desired result is a word from
the given lexicon of 10,000 cities, an additional processing
step is necessary. The difference of the chain to all words
is measured and the final output contains the best results.
The distance measure for comparing the recognizer’s
word chain is based on the edit distance (or Levenshtein
distance [4]), a dynamic programming approach in which
both words are mapped, minimizing the overall cost function consisting of the number of substitutions, insertions
and deletions. The standard method can only produce discrete values, which yields too many equally rated names
from the lexicon. To obtain a more accurate and more
continuous measure, a weight for every possible grapheme
substitution is introduced. An additional empty grapheme
makes it possible to express insertions as a substitution
of by a grapheme and deletions as a substitution of a
grapheme by . We used 33 graphemes and the symbol so
34 graphemes can possibly be substituted by 34 graphemes
on every position of the word resulting in a 34 by 34 substitution weight matrix. The weight matrix was initialised
using the actual output of the graphemic typewriter and the
reference text. Every match of the two words with the same
rating as the best match was considered, accumulating the
counts for every substitution along the single mappings.
These accumulated values were normalized and subtracted
from to get a proper weight. After iterating these calculations several times the weight matrix did not change
anymore.
Another approach was tested, in which the diagonal of
the weight matrix was fixed to a negative value after each
iteration, giving the equality of graphemes in both words a
competitive edge.
The advantage of the graphemic typewriter and an additional lexicon mapping is the strict separation of the speech
recognition process and the lexicon search.




3.1.

Graphemic Typewriter

Our first approach is a recognizer for context-independent
graphemic units – a so called graphemic typewriter –
with different statistical language models. The resulting
grapheme chain is compared with the whole lexicon using
a special distance measure. The best results are presented
as the recognizer’s output.
3.1.1 Language models
Two types of language models are considered. The first one
is based on the recognizers’ training material, the second
one on the 10,000 city name lexicon with word frequencies
equal to the importance of the city. To measure this importance an automatic World Wide Web search was used
and the number of hits for each name on pages of German domains were counted. The higher the count is, the
more important is the city. Afterwards this score table was
purged to cope with names that are identical to common
words or persons, like ’Eiche’ (German for Oak) or ’Spielberg’ (which was mistaken with the american director) and
therefore produced too many hits. Furthermore, the counts
were limited to the maximum count of ’Berlin’, as the capital is supposed to be the most important city. Both language models ranged from bigram to decagram (cf. table 1
for results).

3.2. Tree-based recognizer
Our second approach is a tree-based recognizer. The whole
lexicon is presented as a trigraphemic prefix tree and the
result is an -best list of actual names. No additional module like the sophisticated distance measurement has to be
used. The tree is generated automatically based on the lexicon, but has to be represented in the system’s main memory, therefore enlarging the overall memory needed. Nevertheless, the intended system does not need to recognize
continuous words so no tree copies must be managed.


4. RESULTS
The framework of all experiments was the ESMERALDA
development environment for statistical pattern recognition

systems [2]. We used 39 dimensional feature vectors consisting of the first 12 mel frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCC), the signal energy and the first and second time
derivatives of these values within every 10 msec frame
of the speech signal. The hidden markov models share
1009 gaussian distributions. As graphemes all 26 characters from the alphabet, the three German umlauts (ä, ö, ü),
the sz ligature (ß) and the three simple translations of sch,
ch, and ck to a single character were used. All graphemes
were initialized by their most likely phonetic representation
prior to the training.
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The training material was taken from the German Verbmobil corpus [3]. It contains more than 300,000 words
of spontaneous speech taken from human-human appointment scheduling dialogues. The material was spoken by a
total of 654 speakers. 6,266 uniq words provide a great
number of different grapheme combinations, forming a
good base for our experiments.
As test material 978 city names (306 uniq) uttered by
10 speakers were extracted from another German corpus,
ERBA , which deals with train scheduling queries [5]. The
complete ERBA corpus contains read material from 85
speakers and consists of 99,688 words from a 942 word
lexicon. Compared to Verbmobil this corpus does not offer
as much graphemic variety but contains more city names,
making it an ideal test set for our experiments. Nevertheless, to get another training set besides Verbmobil we repeated all experiments with additional ERBA-material. The
new training set contained 95,560 words from the 75 speakers not included in the test set.

-gram


Corpus LM
GA
(PPX)
38.77 (21.59)
39.28 (31.86)
40.73 (43.08)
41.40 (47.97)
41.13 (48.14)
41.32 (47.77)
41.25 (47.51)
41.24 (47.44)
41.24 (47.42)
24.24

WWW LM
GA
(PPX)
43.93 (13.52)
52.07 (9.02)
60.02 (6.25)
66.96 (4.82)
70.90 (4.22)
72.07 (3.99)
72.89 (3.93)
72.55 (3.93)
72.67 (3.93)

Table 1: Grapheme accuracies (GA) of the grapheme recognizer without language model and with language models from bi- to decagram of different origin and the corresponding perplexity (PPX) for the 10,000 cities set.

clearly shows that the LM cannot model the grapheme
sequences for the task properly. Nevertheless the few restrictions from the corpus based LM enhanced the GA up
to 41%.
A more appropiate LM was calculated on our 10,000
city set, weighted by the importance of the cities (table 1,
WWW LM and figure 2, higher graph). The perplexity of
the -grams is declining for higher and reaches a minimum of 3.93 for -grams with
, leading to a GA of
72.89%.
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4.2.

Graphemic typewriter

The first experiments were carried out on the graphemic
typewriter with different language models (cf. table 1).
As mentioned before, the output of the typewriter is a
graphemic chain which has to be mapped to the lexicon.
Therefore the results of the typewriter cannot be measured
in word accuracy (WA) but grapheme accuracy (GA), the
number of correctly recognized graphemes subtracted by
the sum of deletions, insertions and substitutions, weighted
by the total number of graphemes in this word.
The GA without any language model (LM) is just
24.24%, because several German orthographical peculiarities like matching a single vowel to a double vowel, inserting ’h’ after vowels to prolong them etc. prevent a better result. The results can be improved by using grapheme
based language models.
We tried to utilize a training corpus based LM first (table
1, Corpus LM and figure 2, lower graph), but found that
the test set perplexity of the LM for the 33 graphemes was
too high, 21.59 for the bi-gram and more than 47 for the
-grams with
. The increasing perplexity for higher
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Figure 2: Grapheme accuracies of the graphemic typewriter with language models from bi- to decagram of different origin.

4.3. Full evaluation
For the second step of the recognition system, the lexicon
mapping, we used the best result from the grapheme based



best
1
5
10

mapped
49.69
53.06
53.98

WA Grapheme
mapped, negative diag
53.16
61.55
64.95

WA Tree
Verbmobil
61.45
78.62
79.65

WA Grapheme
mapped, negative diag
49.07
59.10
62.57



best
1
5
10

mapped
48.87
57.97
60.73

WA Tree
ERBA
82.71
89.57
89.67

Table 2: Word accuracies (WA) on -best recognition of
the different graphemic systems, trained with Verbmobil

Table 3: Word accuracies (WA) on -best recognition of
the different graphemic systems, trained with part of ERBA

recognizer and LM combinations (WWW LM -gram with
WA 72.89). As mentioned above the plain edit distant provided too many results, so only the two weighted versions
were considered. The described simple weighted version
reached a word accuracy of just 49.69% on the best result,
though the grapheme accuracy was 72.89%. Unfortunately
even with nearly three quarter of a name correctly recognized there are still some names from the lexicon that fit
better than the intended one. Therefore, the best solution
was not always among the best 5 or 10 hits, giving a WA of
53.06% and 54%, respectively.
The results could be improved by amplifying the
grapheme equality at the expense of the substitutions by
introducing a fixed, negative diagonal in the weight matrix.
The WA for a single result is increased to 53.16, for the
best 5 and 10 results to 61.55% and 64.95%.
When using a tree based recognizer trigraphemes are
considered instead of monographemes, making the recognition more robust. Therefore, the recognition rate on the
tree is 61% for the best result and nearly 80% for the 10
best results (cf. table 2).
All experiments were performed on the test corpus, too,
that differed from our trainings corpus. When using the
material from the test corpus, that contained speakers not
in the test, better results can be achieved (cf. table 3). The
ERBA based test set differs from the Verbmobil trainings
set in recording condition, it uses a different vocabulary and
read speech instead of spontaneous speech. It is obvious
that the tree based recognizer of the ERBA trained system
(WA up to 89.67%) is superior to the Verbmobil recognizer
(WA 79.65) due to the similarity of training and test material. But when comparing the graphemic typewriters for
both training sets, the systems show a nearly equal behavior, with a slight advantage for the Verbmobil material. By
removing the higher level restrictions the greater number
of training examples increase the WA.

mance of a standard recognizer, though the accuracy loss
can be compensated partly by expanding the output from
one solution to an -best list. The results show the feasibility of our approach, though a test on very large vocabulary
has to be done.





5. CONCLUSION
We compared several approaches to build a grapheme
based speech recognition system which is able to handle
even large scale vocabularies without any transcription effort. Because of the articulatory ambiguity of graphemes in
context these systems will not be able to reach the perfor-
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